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In this paper we introduce and discuss, in the Clifford algebra framework,
certain Hardy-like spaces which are well suited for the study of the Helmholtz
equation Du q k 2 u s 0 in Lipschitz domains of R nq 1. In particular, in the second
part of the paper, these results are used in connection with the classical boundary
value problems for the Helmholtz equation in Lipschitz domains in arbitrary space
dimensions. In this setting, existence, uniqueness, and optimal estimates are
obtained by inverting the corresponding layer potential operators on L p for sharp
ranges of p's. Also, a detailed discussion of the Helmholtz eigenvalues of Lipschitz
domains is presented. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
An instance of the close relationship between harmonic and holomor-
phic functions in the complex plane is reflected in the factorization of the
Laplace operator as
­ 2 ­ 2 ­ ­ ­ ­
D s q s q i y i s 4­­ . 1.1 .2 2  /  /­ x ­ y ­ x ­ y­ x ­ y
In particular, the classical theory of H p spaces, regarded as the study of
boundary regularity for the Cauchy]Riemann ­-operator, turns out to
 w xhave deep implications in planar potential theory see, e.g., 6 and the
.references therein .
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In generalizing these ideas to Euclidean spaces of higher dimensions
 w x.one is led to consider Clifford algebras see, e.g., 1 as a natural
substitute for the field of the complex numbers, in which case the role of ­
 .is played by a Dirac-type operator D. The analogue of 1.1 is then
n
2D s ­ s ­ q ­ e q ??? q­ e ­ y ­ e y ??? y­ e \ DD .  . j 0 1 1 n n 0 1 1 n n
js0
w xand we refer to 14 for a more detailed exposition of this approach.
Here we adopt this viewpoint in connection with the Helmholtz operator
D q k 2. For instance, in order to obtain a factorization of D q k 2 as a
 .product of some first order differential operators in C similar to 1.1 , one
has to consider a supplementary imaginary unit j which anticommutes
with i. Thus, by embedding C in H, the Hamilton skew field of the real
quaternions, we may write
­ ­ ­ ­
2D q k s q i q jk y i y jk . 1.2 . /  /­ x ­ y ­ x ­ y
One purpose of this paper is to exploit this idea and set up a theory of
weighted Hardy spaces in non-smooth domains V of R nq1 which are well
adapted for the study of the Helmholtz operator. See Section 6 for the
precise statements of these results. As in the case of the Laplace operator
 w x.cf. 14 , a basic ingredient is the boundedness of a principal-value integral
 .operator reminiscent of Cauchy's integral whose kernel is a certain
fundamental solution for the perturbed Dirac operator appearing in the
 .  .right-hand side of 1.2 see Section 4 .
In the second part of the paper, Sections 7]9, we study boundary value
problems for the Helmholtz equation in arbitrary Lipschitz domains in R n.
 w x.Relying on the corresponding theory for the Laplacian cf. 5, 17, 4 here
we obtain existence and uniqueness results with optimal estimates assum-
ing that the boundary data are in L p where the ranges of p's are precisely
 w x.those corresponding for the Laplace operator cf. 4 . The solutions are
expressed in terms of layer potentials and extend the classical results for
 w x.smooth domains cf. 18, 3 .
Of course, all these results depend upon a rather detailed discussion of
the Helmholtz eigenvalues of such domains and we are able to extend the
main features of the classical theory for smooth domains to the case of
 .domains having only Lipschitz continuous boundaries see Section 8 .
Finally, we mention that of considerable interest is the extension of
these results to the case of the time-harmonic Maxwell equations in
arbitrary Lipschitz domains as the components of the electric and mag-
w x .netic field satisfy the membrane equation; see 3 for the smooth case .
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2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS, NOTATION,
AND RESULTS
 . mFor m arbitrary nonnegative integer, recall the real 2 -dimensional
Clifford algebra R as the real algebra freely generated by the standardm.
basis e , e , . . . , e in R mq 1 subject to the conditions e s 1 and e e q0 1 m 0 j k
e e s y2d for 1 F j, k F m. Note that, e.g., R s R, R s C, andk j jk 0. 1.
R s H, the skew field of the real quaternions. Similarly we define C2. m.
and, more generally, if V is a real vector space we let V denote itsm.
``Cliffordized version,'' i.e. V [ V m C .m. m.
 .For x g R or C , Re x, the scalar part of x, will stand for them. m.
coefficient of e . Also, the conjugation is defined as the unique linear0
morphism of R with e s e , e s ye , 1 F j F m and xys xy for allm. 0 0 j j
< < < < 2x, y g F . Clearly, if ? denotes the usual Euclidean norm, then x [m.
 .  .Re xx . An important feature of R is that any x in the real span of em. j j
2< <has xr x as a multiplicative inverse. Finally, recall the Dirac operator
D [  ­ e and its conjugate D [  ­ e more detailed accounts on thisj j j j j j
w x.matters are, e.g., 1, 8, 14 .
nq1  .We embed R n G 2 in R for m G n q 1 by identifying X sm.
 . nq1x , x , . . . , x from R with x e q x e q ??? qx e in R . Fix k g C0 1 n 0 0 1 1 n n m.
and consider the Helmholtz operator D q k 2, where D [ ­ 2 q ??? q­ 2 is0 n
the usual Laplace operator in R nq1. Complex-valued functions in a do-
main of R nq1 annihilated by D q k 2 will be referred to in the sequel as
k-harmonic. Also note that
2D q k s D q ke D y ke . 2.1 .  . .nq1 nq1
Consider next V a Lipschitz domain in R nq1, i.e., a domain whose
boundary is given locally by the graph of a real valued Lipschitz function,
 w x.after an appropriate rotation of coordinates see, e.g., 17 . Let us denote
 . by n P the outward unit normal defined for almost every with respect to
.the surface measure ds point P g ­ V.
In the sequel, it will be important to approximate such a domain from
.interior or from exterior with a suitable sequence of smooth domains
 .V . Among other things, the Lipschitz character of V is boundedj j j
uniformly in j and ­ V converges nontangentially and uniformly to ­ V. Inj
fact ­ V homeomorphically corresponds to ­ V and, in this identification,j
n the unit normal vectors to ­ V converges pointwise a.e. to n. Suchj j
w xresults are by now standard and we refer to, e.g., 15, 17 for a detailed
exposition. These approximation results are typically used to justify various
integration by parts formulas. For instance, a routine application of the
Stokes formula on smoother subdomains of V plus the above limiting
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1  .argument give that if f , g g C V thencomp m.
fng ds s f D " ke g q f D . ke g dV , 2.2 .  .  .H HH nq1 nq1
­ V V
where dV stands for the volume element. Next, for a fixed, sufficiently
large number a ) 0, we introduce the nontangential approach region
 .  .g X s g P , P g ­ V, bya
< <g X [ Y g V ; X y Y - a q 1 dist Y , ­ V . 2.3 4 .  .  .  .
Going further, we recall the maximal function N u s N u of a function ua
defined on V is defined by
N u P [ sup u X , P g ­ V 2.4 .  .  .
 .Xgg P
and its radial analogue, the radial maximal function,
F P [ sup F X ; X g ­g P l V , P g S. 2.5 4 .  .  .  .r ad
nq1Similar definitions can be made for the complementary domain R _ V.
Finally, we discuss one more piece of notation. For F, G positive
 .quantities depending on a parameter s g S, F Q G will stand for F s F
 .CG s uniformly for s g S, whereas F f G will stand for F Q G and
G Q F.
3. A DISTINGUISHED FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION
FOR THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION
Consider for r / 0 and z g C the expression
q` 21 r dt
G r ; z [ y exp zt y . 3.1 .  .Hnq1  . nq1.r2nq1 r2  /4 t t04p .
 2 . y nq1.r2  .As the function exp yr r4 t t x t belongs to Schwartz class0, q`.
 .  .S R , we see that G r ; ? is an entire function for any r / 0.q nq1
 .Hereafter we shall make no distinction between G ?; z and its radialnq1
nq1  4extension to R _ 0 .
The main elementary properties of this function are collected in the
next proposition.
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let s denote the area of the unit sphere in R nq1,n
n G 2. Then the following properties hold.
 .  .  .1 ­ G r ; z s y2prG r ; z .r nq1 nq3
 .  .  .2 ­ G r ; z s 2p x G r ; z .x nq1 k nq3k
 .  .  .3 ­ G r ; z s y1r4p G r ; z .z nq1 ny1
 . ny1  .  .4 lim r G r ; z s s r n y 1 , uniformly for z in compactr ª 0 nq1 n
subsets of C.
 .  .   4. 25 G r ; z s O exp yr Im k as r ª q`, for z s k , withnq1
Im k ) 0.
 .  . 1  nq1.  .  .  .6 G X ; z g L R and D q z G X ; z s d X .nq1 loc nq1
w xComplete proofs can be found in H. Garnir's book 7, pp. 59]74 . We
 .  .also record an immediate consequence of 3 and 4 in the above proposi-
tion.
LEMMA 3.2. If n G 1, then
G r ; z s G r ; 0 q O rynq2 as r ª 0, 3.2 .  .  . .nq2 nq2
uniformly for z in compact subsets of C.
Note that
1 1
G X ; 0 s , n G 2, .nq1 ny1n y 1 s < < . Xn
is precisely the canonical fundamental solution for the Laplacian in R nq1.
 2 .  .Thus, the difference G X ; k y G X ; 0 has a much more temperednq1 nq1
singularity than each individual term.
4. THE CAUCHY KERNEL AND THE ASSOCIATED
HILBERT TRANSFORM
"  .Let us define the Cauchy kernel E X ; k associated with the opera-nq1
tor D q k 2 to be
" 2 nq1  4E X ; k [ D " ke G X ; k , X g R A _ 0 . 4.1 .  .  . .nq1 nq1 nq1
 2 .  .For instance, if n s 2 then G r ; k s yexp ikr r4pr so that3
< <1 exp ik X . 2" < < < <E X ; k [ y X ik X y 1 " k X e , .  . 43 434p < <X
X g R3 ¨ R .3.
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Using Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 one can readily see that
E" X ; k .nq1
¡ 1 X ynq22 < < < <" ke G X ; k q O X as X ª 0, .  .nq1 nq1nq1~ ss < <Xn¢ < < < < 4O exp yIm k X as X ª q`, .
4.2 .
and
yny1< < < <O X as X ª 0, ."=E X ; k s 4.3 .  .nq1  < < < < 4O exp yIm k X as X ª q`. .
"  . nq1  .In particular E X ; k is locally integrable in R , thus, by 2.1 ,nq1
"  .E X ; k is a fundamental solution for the perturbed Dirac operatornq1
D . ke .nq1
  .. n4Next, let S [ x, g x ; x g R be the graph of a Lipschitz function
n  .  .g : R ª R, and let n P be the unit normal pointing downwards defined
 .at almost every point P g S with respect to the surface measure ds .
The unbounded Lipschitz domains located above and below S are denoted
 .  .by V and V , respectively. An immediate consequence of 4.2 and 4.3q y
"  .is the fact that, for Im k ) 0, the expression E P y Q; k is a Cliffordnq1
 w x.algebra-valued standard kernel for P, Q g S see 2 .
Next, we introduce the truncated operators
`  . "defined for, say, f g L S, ds . To show that, for Im k ) 0, Ecomp m. nq1
 w x.are actually Calderon]Zygmund kernels see, e.g., 13 , it is useful toÂ
 .compare 4.4 with the operators corresponding to k s 0. To this end,
 w x.recall the usual Cauchy kernel see, e.g., 1
1 X
" nq1  4E X [ E X ; 0 s , X g R _ 0 , .  .nq1 nq1 nq1s < <Xn
and the truncated Hilbert transform
 wIt is well known that E is a Calderon]Zygmund kernel see, e.g., 2, 12,Ânq1
x. 2 .13 , so that H is a bounded operator on L S, ds . Now,e
 < <ynq1.Using Lemma 3.2 we see that the integrand in I is O P y Q as
< < 5 5 2 5 5 2P y Q ª 0 such that, e.g., by Schur's lemma, I Q f uniformly inL L
e . Also, since E" decays fast at infinity, II can be treated similarly.nq1
Finally, for the remaining term, Cotlar's inequality yields
2 25 5 < < 5 5III Q sup H f Q f .L Le
2e)0 L
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5 " 5 2 5 5 2This proves that H f y H f Q f uniformly for e ) 0 and, as aL Lk , e e
"  .corollary, we obtain that the restriction of E P y Q; k to S is anq1
C -valued Calderon]Zygmund kernel.Âm.
 w x.As it is well known see, e.g., 10 , showing the existence of the principal
value operators associated with the kernels E" reduces to proving thatnq1
lim E" P y Q; k n Q ds Q 4.5 .  .  .  .H nq1
eª0 < <1) PyQ )e
QgS
exists at almost every boundary point P g S. In turn, this immediately
 . follows from 3.2 and the fact that this lemma holds for E cf., e.g.,nq1
w x.11 .
Combining all these remarks, we arrive at the following.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that k g C has Im k ) 0. Then the singular
principal ¨alue operator
H "f P [ lim E" P y Q; k n Q f Q ds Q , P g S .  .  .  .  .Hk nq1
eª0 < <PyQ )e
PgS
4.6 .
p .is well-defined and bounded in any L S, v ds for 1 - p - q` and vm.
in the Muckenhoupt class A on S.p
 .  .Hereafter we shall call 4.6 the acoustic Hilbert transform on S by
 . panalogy with usual Hilbert transform Hf [ lim H f , f g L .e ª 0 e
It is not difficult to see that the results discussed so far are also valid in
the case of a bounded Lipschitz domain in R nq1. In this latter case, all
results work for arbitrary k g C. A remark which is of importance for us is
contained in the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.2. If S is the boundary of a bounded Lipschitz domain
then for any k g C the difference H "y H is a compact operator in anyk
p .L S,ds , 1 - p - q`.m.
The last result of this section can be readily seen from, e.g., Schur's
lemma and Vitali's convergence theorem.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let k g C be arbitrary and let V be a bounded
nq1  4Lipschitz domain in R . If V is a smooth approximating sequence ofj j
 .  " 4  4subdomains of V as in Section 2 and if H , H are the acoustick , j j j j
Hilbert transforms with wa¨e number k and the Hilbert transforms correspond-
ing to the Laplace operator on ­ V , respecti¨ ely, then K " y H con¨erges toj k , j j
" p .H y H in the strong operator norm on L S, ds , 1 - p - q`.k m.
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5. THE CAUCHY OPERATOR AND HARDY TYPE
SPACES FOR THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION
In this section we shall assume that 1 - p - q` and v g A on S. Forp
k g C, Im k ) 0, we consider the Cauchy-type operator associated to the
"  .kernel E ?; k , i.e.,nq1
C "f X [ E" X y Q; k n Q f Q ds Q , X g R nq1 _ S. .  .  .  .  .Hk nq1
S
5.1 .
Since E" is a fundamental solution for D . ke , we infer thatnq1 nq1
D . ke C "f X s 0 for X g R nq1 _ S. 5.2 .  .  .nq1 k
 .Next we study the boundary behavior of 5.1 and establish the analogue of
"  w x .the Plemelj-type jump-relations for C f cf. also 9, 11 in the case k s 0 .k
p .THEOREM 5.1. For any f g L S, v ds and almost e¨ery P g S onem.
has
1
" "lim C f X s f P " H f P . 5.3 .  .  .  .k k2XªP
 .Xg"g P
In order to prove this theorem we first need a maximal inequality.
 .ULEMMA 5.2. With ? standing for the usual Hardy]Littlewood maximal
function operator, we ha¨e
U" "N C f P Q sup H f P q f P , P g S , 5.4 .  .  .  .k k , e
e)0
p . 5 " 5 p 5 5 puniformly for f g L S, v ds . In particular, N C f Q f uni-L Lm. k v v
p .formly for f g L S, v ds .m.
"  .  .Proof. Since E X ; k is a standard kernel, 5.4 follows from anq1
w x w xrepetition of the arguments corresponding for k s 0; see, e.g., 5 or 14 .
 .The last part is a consequence of 5.4 , Cotlar's inequality, and the
boundedness of the maximal operator.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Although the argument is standard, we present it
 .  .for the reader's convenience. Because of 5.4 , it is enough to prove 5.3
p .for a dense subclass of L S, v ds . To this end, let f be a Lipschitzm.
continuous function, compactly supported on S. For some fixed P g S
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and arbitrary e ) 0, we write
lim C "f X .k
XªP
 .Xgg P
s lim E" X y Q; k n Q f Q ds Q .  .  .  .H nq1
XªP < <PyQ )e
 .Xgg P QgS
q lim E" X y Q; k n Q f Q ds Q . 5.5 .  .  .  .  .H nq1
XªP < <PyQ -e
 .Xgg P QgS
 .Clearly, by letting e go to zero the first term on the right-hand side of 5.5
"  .converges to H f P . Next, split the integrand in the second termk
 .  .  < <.according to f Q s f P q O P y Q for Q near P. As e ª 0, the
second resulting integral goes to zero by repeated applications of
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. Thus, we are left with evalu-
ating
lim lim E" X y Q; k n Q ds Q f P . .  .  .  .H nq1 /eª0 XªP  .SlB Pe .Xgg P
 .Using 2.2 and then passing the nontangential limit under the integral
signs, this becomes
y lim ??? ds f P q lim ke ??? dV f P . .  .H HHnq1 /  /eª0 eª0 .  .Vyl­ B P VylB Pe e
1 .  .Finally, by 4.2 the first limit is f P for a.e. P g S whereas the volume2
integral goes to zero.
Once again, the results of this section can be shown to hold on arbitrary
 .bounded Lipschitz domains as well even for arbitrary k g C .
6. HARDY SPACES ASSOCIATED TO THE HELMHOLTZ
EQUATION
The aim of this section is to indicate that basically the whole theory for
Hardy spaces associated with the factorization of the Laplacian D s DD
w xpresented in 14 can be worked out in this context also.
Recall that we are assuming k g C, Im k ) 0, 1 - p - `, and v g A .p
Furthermore, V is assumed to be a Lipschitz domain in R nq1.
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To begin with, we define the Hardy spaces associated to the Helmholtz
equation as
H p V , v , k s F g C` V ; D . ke F s 0 in V , .  .  . .m" nq1
and NF g L p S , v ds . 6.14 .  .
Next, we shall briefly sketch some results.
` . THEOREM 6.1. For a function F in C V which satisfies D .m.
.ke F s 0 in V the following conditions are equi¨ alent.nq1
 . p . p  .1 NF g L S, v ds , i.e., F g H V, v, k ."
 . p2 F has a finite H -norm, i.e.,v
1rp
p
p5 5F [ sup F P q e e v P ds P - q`. .  .  .H H 0v  5
Se)0
 . p .3 F g L S, v ds .r ad
 . " p .4 F s C f for some f g L S, v ds .k m.
 .5 The limit
u F P [ lim F X .  .  .
XªP
 .Xgg P
 . p . "  .exists for a.e. P g S, u F g L S, v ds and F s C u F .m. k
In addition, if the abo¨e conditions are fulfilled, then also
p p p5 5 5 5 5 5 pF f NF f F f u F . 6.2 .  .H L L Lr adv
Let us also point out that square-function characterizations for
p  . w xH V, v, k are valid as well. See 14 for a discussion."
p  . p .We also set H V, v, k : L S, v ds for the image of the trace" m.
p  . p .operator u : H V, v, k ª L S, v ds . Note that a similar construc-" m.
tion works for the complementary domain too.
 . " p .THEOREM 6.2. i The Cauchy operator C : L S, v ds ªk m.
p  .H V, v, k is bounded and onto. Its kernel consists of functions from"
p p nq1 .  .L S, v ds ha¨ing extensions to elements in H R _ V, v, k , i.e.,m. "
" p nq1 .Ker C s H R _ V, v, k .k "
 . p  . "ii On H V, v, k we ha¨e that C u s I, the identity operator, and" k
1" " " " p .u C s I q H . Also, H H s I on L S, v ds .k k k k m.2
p p p nq1 .  .  .  .iii L S, v ds s H V, v, k [ H R _ V, v, k .m. " "
 . y1r p p  .iv If 1rp q 1rq s 1 and w [ w g A , then H V, v, k isq q
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q nq1 .the dual of the space H R _ V, w, k with respect to the pairingy
f , g ¬ f P n P g P ds P . .  .  .  .  .H
S
Our next result is a regularity theorem for the Cauchy operator. To state
p . p .it, let L S, ds be the Sobolev space of functions in L S, ds having a1
 .pth power integrable tangential gradient taken in the distributional sense .
5 5 p 5 5 p 5 5 pSet ? for the usual Sobolev space norm ? q = ? . WeL L Ltan1
introduce
H p , 1 V , k [ F g C` V ; D . ke F s 0 in V , .  .  . .m" nq1
and NF , N =F g L p ­ V , ds . 6.34 .  .  .
5 5 p, 1 5 5 p 5  .5 pWe endow this space with the norm F [ NF q N =F .H L L
THEOREM 6.3. For any 1 - p - `, the Cauchy operator
" p . p, 1 .C : L ­ V, ds ª H V, k is well-defined, bounded, and onto. Also,k 1 m. "
p .the acoustic Hilbert transform on S is an isomorphism of L S, ds onto1 m.
itself.
w xSee also 14 for related results. We conclude this section with an
application to k-harmonic functions.
COROLLARY 6.4. Let k g C with Im k ) 0 and let V be a Lipschitz
domain in R nq1. Also, suppose that u is a solution of the Helmholtz equation
 2 .  . p .D q k u s 0 in V such that N u and n =u belong to L S, v ds for
some 1 - p - q`, v g A .p
Then u and =u ha¨e nontangential limits at almost e¨ery point on the
boundary and
pp p p5 5 5 5 5 5u q =u f N u q N =u . 6.4 .  .LL L L vv v v
 .Proof. Set F [ D " ke u in V. The fact that u is k-harmonicnq1
together with L p-integrability of the nontangential maximal functions of
p  .u, =u, readily imply that F g H V, v, k . Now the conclusion follows"
directly from Theorem 6.1.
7. LAYER ACOUSTIC POTENTIALS
Let V be a Lipschitz domain in R n with boundary S, and let f denote a
 .scalar-valued function defined on S. The double layer acoustic potential
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operator associated to the Helmholtz equation acts on f by
­ G Q y X ; k 2 .n
D f X [ f Q ds Q , X f S. 7.1 .  .  .  .Hk ­ n Q .S
For instance, corresponding to n s 3, we have
 :1 Q y X , n Q .
< <D f X [ exp ik X y Q .  .Hk 34p < <X y QS
= < <ik X y Q y 1 f Q ds Q . .  . .
In fact, since G is radial, we haven
X
" 2 2E X ; k s ­ G X ; k " ke G X ; k , .  .  .n r n n n< <X
 . ntherefore, since n Q g R ¨ R ,n.
 :X y Q, n Q .
" 2< <Re E X y Q; k n Q s ­ G X y Q ; k .  .  . . .n r n< <X y Q
­ G X y Q; k 2 .ns .
­ n Q .
In particular, this proves that yD is the real part of the Cauchy operatork
C " discussed in the previous section.k
In the light of this observation, many of the properties of the operator
C " have suitable counterparts for D . For further reference we collectk k
these results in the following theorem. Before stating it, recall that a
function F defined on the a neighborhood of infinity in R n is said to
satisfy the Sommerfeld radial condition provided
Xny1 ny1< < < < < <X , =F X y ik X F X ª 0 as X ª q`, 7.2 .  .  . ;< <X
< < n  w x.uniformly in all directions Xr X g R see 3 .
THEOREM 7.1. Assume that 1 - p - q` and that v g A . Then:p
 . p . 5 5 p 5 5 pi N D f g L S, v ds and N D f Q f uniformly for f gL Lk k
p . 5  .5 p 5 5 p p .L S, v ds . Also, N = D f Q f uniformly for f in L S, ds .L Lk 11
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 .ii The singular double layer acoustic potential operator,
­ G Q y P ; k 2 .n
D f P [ lim f Q ds Q , Q g S , .  .  .Hk ­ n Qeª0  .< <PyQ )e
PgS
7.3 .
satisfies D s yRe H ". Consequently, D is a bounded operator in anyk k k
p . p .L S, v ds and L S, ds .1
p .Moreo¨er, for any f g L S, v ds , one has the jump-relations
1
lim D f X s f P " D f P , for a.e. P g S. 7.4 .  .  .  .k k2XªP
 .Xg"g P
 .iii If S is the boundary of a bounded Lipschitz domain then D y Dk 0
p .is compact in any L S, ds , where D [ Re H is the usual singular double0
layer potential operator for the Laplacian.
 4Moreo¨er, if V is a sequence of smooth subdomains of V approximatingj j
as in Section 2, then D y D con¨erges to D y D in the strong operatork j 0 k 0j
norm in L p; here the index j indicates that the corresponding double layer
 .potential operator is the pull-back to ­ V of the one on ­ V .j
 . p .iv For each f g L S, v ds , the function D f satisfies thek
n .Sommerfeld radial condition 7.2 in R _ V.
The single layer acoustic potential operator S is defined byk
S f X [ G X y Q; k 2 f Q ds Q , X g R n . 7.5 .  .  .  . .Hk n
S
THEOREM 7.2. Assume that 1 - p - ` and that v g A . Then:p
 . p .i For each f g L S, v ds there holds
"D " ke S f s C nf . 7.6 .  . .n k k
 . p .  .ii For any f g L S, v ds , N S f and N =S f belong tok k
p .L S, v ds and
p p5 5 5 5N S f q N =S f Q f . 7.7p .  .L Lk k L
 .iii At almost e¨ery P g S, one has the trace formulae
lim S f X s G P y Q; k 2 f Q ds Q \ S f P . 7.8 .  .  .  .  . .Hk n k
XªP S
 .Xg"g P
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p . p .Also, if S is bounded or Im k ) 0 then S : L S, ds ª L S, ds isk 1
p . p .well defined and bounded. Moreo¨er, S : L S, v ds ª L S, v ds isk
compact if V is bounded.
 . p .iv For any f g L S, v ds ,
­ S f 1k Ulim X s . f P q D f P , at a.e. P g S , 7.9 .  .  .  .k­ n 2XªP
 .Xg"g P
U  .where D is the adjoint of D in 7.3 .k k
p .Also, for V bounded, ­ S r­ n y ­ S r­ n is compact in any L S, ds ,k k 0
where S is the single layer potential operator corresponding to the Laplacian.0
 .v If V is the complementary of a bounded Lipschitz domain then, for
p .  .each f g L S, ds , S f satisfies the Sommerfeld radial condition 7.2 ink
nR _ V.
 .Proof. We indicate a proof for 7.9 as everything else has been already
taken care of. We write
­ S fk
lim X s lim D " ke S f X , " n P : .  .  . .n k­ nXªP XªP
 .  .Xg"g P Xg"g P
"s lim Re n P C nf X .  . 4 .k
XªP
 .Xg"g P
1
"s Re n P . n P f P " H nf P .  .  .  .  .k 52
1
Us . f P q D f P , .  .k2
and the proof is complete.
Before closing this section we note that similar results are valid for the
nV bounded Lipschitz domain as well as for R _ V with V bounded
Lipschitz domain in R n.
8. THE EIGENVALUES OF THE HELMHOLTZ
OPERATOR
The main aim of this section is to extend the classical treatment of
Helmholtz eigenvalues for smooth domains to the case of domains having
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only Lipschitz continuous boundaries. For the remaining of the paper we
shall assume that V is a bounded Lipschitz domain with connected
n mboundary in R . Set V [ V and V [ R _ V.q y
THEOREM 8.1. There exist two conjugate exponents 1 F p - 2 - q F0 0
q` depending only on V and the dimension of the Euclidean space such
that, for any k g C the following operators are Fredholm with index zero on
the indicated spaces:
1 p p .  .  .1 " I q D : L ­ V, ds ª L ­ V, ds for p - p - q`;k 02
1 U p p .  .  .2 " I q D : L ­ V, ds ª L ­ V, ds for 1 - p - q ;k 02
 . p . p, 1 .3 S : L ­ V, ds ª L ­ V, ds for 1 - p - q .k 0
In the class of Lipschitz domains these results are sharp. Howe¨er, if
­ V g C1 then we may take p s 1, q s q`.0 0
Proof. The statement follows from the corresponding results for the
 w x.Laplace operator i.e., the case k s 0; cf. 4, 17, 5 , the fact that for each
p . p .1 - p - q` the operators D y D : L ­ V, ds ª L ­ V, ds , D yk 0 k
p, 1 . p, 1 . p .D : L ­ V, ds ª L ­ V, ds , and S y S : L ­ V, ds ª0 k 0
p, 1 .L ­ V, ds are compact, and Fredholm theory.
The boundary integral operators mentioned in the above theorem play a
major role in connection with the Dirichlet boundary value problem
¡ 2Du q k u s 0 in V ,
p~N u g L ­ V , ds , .Dir V , k , p .¢ p<u s f g L ­ V , ds , .­ V
the Neumann boundary value problem
¡ 2Du q k u s 0 in V ,
pN =u g L ­ V , ds , .  .~Neu V , k , p .
­ u
ps f g L ­ V , ds , .¢
­ n ­ V
and the Regularity boundary value problem
¡ 2Du q k u s 0 in V ,
p~N =u g L ­ V , ds , .  .Reg V , k , p .¢ p , 1<u s f g L ­ V , ds . .­ V
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 .  .  .Similar problems, i.e., Dir V , k, p , Neu V , k, p , Reg V , k, p , can bey y y
formulated for the exterior domain as well. In this case, however, the
 .requirement that u satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition 7.2 at
infinity should be included too.
Next, for each 1 - p - q` we define the Helmholtz eigenvalues of
p .  4V . The Dirichlet eigen¨alues E V are those wave numbers k g C _ 0" D "
 .with Im k G 0 such that the homogeneous version of Dir V , k, p admits"
p .non-trivial solutions. Similarly, E V stands for the Neumann eigen¨al-N "
 4ues, that is, all wave numbers k g C _ 0 , Im k G 0 for which the homoge-
 .neous version of Neu V , k, p has non-trivial solutions. Finally, Regular-"
p .ity eigen¨alues are denoted by E V , the collection of all wave numbersR "
 4k g C _ 0 having Im k G 0 with the property that the homogeneous
 .version of Reg V , k, p has non-trivial solutions."
2  . 2 .  4LEMMA 8.2. Both E V and E V are subsets of R _ 0 .N q R q
 . 2 .Proof. Fix a k-harmonic function u in V such that N =u g L ­ V
and recall the familiar Green formula
­ u2 22< < < <=u dV s u ds q k u dV . 8.1 .HH H HH
­ nV ­ V V
The fact that this is valid for the Lipschitz domain V can be seen by
 .approximating it with smoother subdomains V as explained in Section 2j
and then passing to the limit. Note that the traces of u, ­ ur­ n on the
boundary are taken in the nontangential convergence sense they exist a.e.
.by Corollary 6.4 and, thus, in the limiting process mentioned above,
 . 2N =u g L can be used to ensure proper control of the boundary integral.
Now, simple inspection of the real and the imaginary parts gives that, if
Im k ) 0 and if the trace of u or ­ ur­ n is zero on ­ V, then u must
identically vanish in V. The conclusion follows.
2  . 2 .LEMMA 8.3. Both E V and E V are empty.N y R y
Proof. We shall treat simultaneously both the case of Neumann and
Regularity eigenvalues for the exterior domain V . Fix a k-harmonicy
 . 2 .  .function u in V such that N =u g L ­ V and satisfying 7.2 . The facty
that u satisfies the radiation condition together with a limiting argument
 .much in the spirit of that used in the proof of 8.1 show that
2­ u 2 2 2 2< < < < < < < <lim q k u ds q 2 Im k u q =u dV .  .H HHR 5 n­ nRªq` < <X sR R _V
­ u
s y2 Im k u ds , 8.2 .H /­ n­ V
with both terms in the left-hand side finite.
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With this at hand, the case Im k ) 0 is treated essentially as before; if
the boundary trace of u or ­ ur­ n vanishes on ­ V then u is identically
nzero in R _ V.
 . < < 2  .Finally, if Im k s 0, k / 0, 8.2 gives that H u s o 1 as R ª q`.< X <sR
Thus, in this case the conclusion follows from the classical Rellich lemma
 w x.cf., e.g., 3 .
 4LEMMA 8.4. For any k g C _ 0 with Im k G 0 and any 1 - p - q , we0
1 p, 1  ..ha¨e that Ker y I q D ; L ­ V, ds coincides with the set of boundaryk2
 .traces of solutions to the homogeneous ¨ersion of Neu V , k, p .q
1 U p  ..Also, Ker I q D ; L ­ V, ds coincides with the collection of all nor-k2
mal deri¨ ati¨ es on the boundary of solutions to the homogeneous ¨ersion of
 .Reg V , k, p .q
Proof. We shall prove the first assertion as the second one uses similar
ideas and is somewhat simpler. To begin with, we show that matters can be
reduced to proving only the case p s 2. Once again, we prove in detail
that this reduction works for 1 - p F 2 and leave the simpler situation
when 2 - p - q to the reader.0
1p .  .Indeed, if f g L ­ V, ds is such that I q D f s 0 it follows thenk2
1 y1 .  .that f s y I q D g where g [ D y D f. However, as noted0 0 k2
 .before cf., e.g., Lemma 3.2 or Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 , the Riesz potential
type estimate
f Y .
g X Q ds Y , X g ­ V 8.3 .  .  .H ny2< <X y Y­ V
q, 1 y1 y1 y1  w x.gives that g is in L if q [ p y n ) 0 cf., e.g., 16 . Therefore,
1 p, 1w xrecalling from 4 that y I q D is an isomorphism of L rC for each02
1 - p - q , we see that f g Lq, 1 and, by iterating the above scheme if0
2, 1 .necessary, we finally arrive at f g L ­ V, ds . The conclusion is that,
1 p, 1  ..for any 1 - p - q , Ker y I q D ; L ­ V, ds is in fact independent0 k2
of p.
2, 1 .Next, coming to the proof of the p s 2 case, let f g L ­ V, ds be
1 . <such that y I q D f s 0 and set u [ D f in V . Clearly, u s 0,­ Vk " k "2
 2 .  2 .N =u g L ­ V, ds , and D q k u s 0 in V so that, by Lemma 8.3,y y y
we have that u vanishes identically in V . In particular, 0 sy y
 . <  . <­ u r­ n s ­ u r­ n and so u solves the homogeneous ver-­ V ­ Vy q qy q
 . < < <sion of Neu V , k, 2 . Now, since f s u y u s u , this proves­ V ­ V ­ Vq q y q
 .one the left-to-right inclusion of the desired set equality.
To see the opposite inclusion, we start this time with an arbitrary u
 . <which solves the homogeneous version of Neu V , k, 2 and set f [ u ­vq
2, 1 .g L ­ V, ds . Note that the Green representation formula for u in Vq
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reduces to u s D f. Going nontangentially to the boundary we obtaink
1 1 2, 1 .   ..f s I q D f. Hence f g Ker y I q D ; L ­ V, ds and the con-k k2 2
clusion follows.
p . p .COROLLARY 8.5. Both E V and E V are independent of p forN " R "
1 - p - q .0
 .Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the proof of the above
lemma.
THEOREM 8.6. Let 1 F p - 2 - q F q` be as in Theorem 8.1. Then,0 0
 4for each k g C _ 0 with Im k G 0 the following are equi¨ alent:
 . 2 .1 k f E V ;n q
1 p, 1 .  .2 y I q D is an in¨ertible operator on L ­ V, ds for eachk2
1 - p - q ;0
1 p .  .3 y I q D is an in¨ertible operator on L ­ V, ds for eachk2
p - p - q`;0
1 U p .  .4 y I q D is an in¨ertible operator on L ­ V, ds for eachk2
1 - p - q .0
 .  . Proof. That 1 and 2 are equivalent follows directly from the proof
.  .of Lemma 8.4 and Theorem 8.1. Next, suppose that 2 is valid. Since
p, 1 . p .L ­ V, ds embeds densely into L ­ V, ds for each 1 - p - q`, we
 .see from Theorem 8.1 that 3 follows if p - p - q . In turn, this yields0 0
1 p .that y I q D is one-to-one on L ­ V, ds for each p - p - q` and,k 02
 .ultimately by once again invoking Theorem 8.1 that it is invertible on
 .these spaces. This proves 3 .
1 .Conversely, 3 first implies that y I q D is one-to-one onk2
p, 1 .L ­ V, ds for each p - p - q and then, by the same pattern as0 0
 .  .above, this range extends to 1 - p - q . Thus, 2 and 3 are equivalent0
also.
 .  .Finally, the operators in 3 and 4 are dual to each other and, hence,
these statements are also equivalent.
THEOREM 8.7. Let 1 F p - 2 - q F q` be as in Theorem 8.1. Then,0 0
 4for each k g C _ 0 with Im k G 0 the following are equi¨ alent:
 . 2 .1 k f E V ;R q
1 U p .  .2 I q D is an in¨ertible operator on L ­ V, ds for each 1 - pk2
- q ;0
1 p .  .3 I q D is an in¨ertible operator on L ­ V, ds for each p - pk 02
- q`;
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1 p, 1 .  .4 I q D is an in¨ertible operator on L ­ V, ds for each 1 - pk2
- q ;0
 . p . p, 1 .5 S is an in¨ertible operator from L ­ V, ds onto L ­ V, dsk
for each 1 - p - q .0
 .  .Proof. The proof of the fact that 1 ] 4 are equivalent follows the
same lines as the proof of Theorem 8.6 and we omit it.
 .Assume next that 5 holds and let u be an arbitrary solution of the
 .homogeneous version of Reg V , k, 2 . Then the Green representationq
 .formula for u in V reduces to u s S ­ ur­ n . Going nontangentially toq k
2 .the boundary and using that S is an isomorphism of L ­ V, ds ontok
2, 1 .L ­ V, ds , we arrive at ­ ur­ n s 0. Thus, from Green's formula, u
2 .vanishes identically in V . This shows that k f E V and, therefore,q R q
 .  .proves that 5 implies 1 .
 .  .To conclude the proof of the theorem, we need to show that 1 ] 4
 .imply 5 also. To this end, it is not too difficult to check the inclusion
1 Up p  ..   ..Ker S , L ­ V, ds : Ker I q D , L ­ V, ds is valid for any 1 - pk k2
 .  .- q . Thus, in particular, 2 implies 5 by invoking Theorem 8.1.0
2  . 2  .THEOREM 8.8. The sets E V and E V are discrete and accumu-N q N q
late only at infinity.
Proof. To see, e.g., that Regularity eigenvalues form a discrete subset
of R, we fix a complex number k with a strictly positive imaginary part0
and for each k g C write
y1
1r2 I q D s 1r2 I q D I y 1r2 I q D D y D . .  .  .  .k k k k k0 0 0
The important thing is that, by Lemma 8.2 and Theorem 8.7, the mapping
1 y1 .  .  .C 2 k ¬ A k [ I q D D y D is well defined and analytick k k2 0 0 2 .into the Banach space of all bounded operators on L ­ V, ds . More-
over, by, e.g., Theorem 7.1, it takes values of compact operators on
2 .  .L ­ V,ds and A 0 s 0. By the analytic Fredholm theorem it follows
 . 2 .that I y A k has a bounded inverse on L ­ V, ds except at isolated
poles in C which, in fact, are the poles of the meromorphic function
1y1  ..  .I y A k . Thus, since I q D is invertible if and only if I y A k is,k2
the conclusion follows from Theorem 8.7. The case of Neumann eigenval-
ues is similar and we omit the proof.
2 . 2 . 2 .THEOREM 8.9. We ha¨e E V s E V . In particular, E V isD " R " D y
2 .  4empty, while E V : R _ 0 is discrete and accumulates only at infinity.D q
2 . 2 .Proof. Clearly, E V : E V . To see the opposite implication, fixR " D "
2 .  4k f E V and let V be an approximating sequence of smooth subdo-R j j
mains of V as in Section 2. In what follows, we shall make no distinction
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between functions defined on ­ V and their pull-back to ­ V by thej
homeomorphisms mapping ­ V onto ­ V , etc. Let D , D be the layerj k j 0 j
potentials for the Helmholtz equation and Laplace equation in V , respec-j
tively, etc. Also, let n and ds stand for the exterior unit normal on ­ Vj j j
and the surface measure on ­ V , respectively.j
2 .First we claim that matters can be arranged so that k f E V for allR j
j's. The claim is proved by showing that, for sufficiently large j, there holds
25 51r2 I q D f f f ,2 . L ­ V . .k j L ­ V jj
2 .uniformly in j and f g L ­ V , ds . Indeed, a combination of this andj j
Theorem 8.7 readily yields the conclusion.
To see this claim, we reason by contradiction and assume that there
 4 5 5 2exists a sequence of square-integrable functions f such that f s 1,Lj j j
1 2 2 . w xI q D f ª 0 in L and f ª g weakly in L . As in, e.g., 17 , one cank j j j2
1 1 2 .  .then show that I q D f ª I q D g weakly in L so that g s 0k j j k2 2
 2 . .recall that we are assuming k f E V ; cf. Theorem 8.7 . WriteR
1r2 I q D f s 1r2 I q D f q D y D f ª 0 .  .  .0 j j k j j 0 j k j j
in L2 since Theorem 7.1 shows that D y D ª D y D in the strong0 j k j 0 k
operator norm on L2, and that D y D is a compact operator in L2.0 k
However, since the Lipschitz character of V 's is bounded in j, it followsj
w xfrom 17 that
25 51r2 I q D f f f f 1. . L20 j j jL
This contradiction proves the claim. Note that, as a corollary of this and
1 y1.  .Theorem 8.7 , we have that I q D exists for each j.k j2
Next, for an arbitrary fixed X g V and j s 1, 2, . . . , we introduce the
Green functions
G X , Y [ G X y Y ; k 2 .  .j n
y1 2y D 1r2 I q D ­ G r­ n X y ?; k Y , .  . .  .k j k j n j
 2 .  .where Y g V . It is then immediate that, in V , D q k GA X, Y s d ,j j Y j X
 .  .the Dirac distribution with mass at X. Also, ­ G X, Q r­ n Q s 0 atj j
  ..   .. 2 .almost every Q g ­ V , and N G X, ? , N =G X, ? g L ­ V , dsj j j j j j j
5   .5 2with norms uniformly bounded in j, i.e., N =G X, ? F C - q`L ­ V .j j j
uniformly in j, etc. Note that it is here, in the construction of the Green
2 .functions G , that we used the fact that k f E V for all j's.j R j
 .Next, assume that some u solves the homogeneous version of Dir V, k, 2
and we shall show that u vanishes identically in V. The usual Green's
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formula then yields
­ G X , Q .j
u X s u Q ds Q .  .  .H j­ n Q .­ V jj
and, as the integral goes to zero as j ª q` by Holder's inequality andÈ
 .Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we obtain that u X s 0.
Since X g V was arbitrary, the conclusion follows.
The argument for V is similar and this completes the proof of they
theorem.
 4THEOREM 8.10. For each k g C _ 0 with Im k G 0 the linear spaces of
 .solutions of the homogeneous ¨ersions of the problems Dir V , k, p for"
 .  .p - p - q`, Neu V , k, p for 1 - p - q`, and Reg V , k, p for0 " "
1 - p - q`, are all finite dimensional.
Proof. Let us treat the case of the Neumann problem all the others
.are more or less similar . Consider the application taking a solution u of
 .the homogeneous version of Neu V, k, p into its nontangential boundary
<trace u . Since this a one-to-one mapping into the finite dimensional­ V
1 p, 1  ..vector space Ker y I q D ; L ­ V, ds , the conclusion follows.k2
Remark. An inspection of the arguments in the proof of Theorem 8.9
p . p .shows that in fact E V s E V for any p - p - q .D " R " 0 0
9. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
FOR THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION
IN LIPSCHITZ DOMAINS
Recall that we are assuming that V is a bounded Lipschitz domain in
R n.
 4THEOREM 9.1. Assume that p - p - q`. Then, for each k g C _ 0 ,0
 .with Im k G 0 such that k f E V the interior Dirichlet problemD
 . p .Dir V, k, p has a unique solution for each boundary data f g L ­ V, ds .
5 5 p 5 5 pMoreo¨er, the solution satisfies N u Q f .L ­ V . L ­ V .
 .Furthermore, the exterior Dirichlet problem Dir V, k, p is uniquely sol¨ -
 4able for each k g C _ 0 with Im k G 0 and each boundary data f g
p . 5 5 p 5 5 pL ­ V, ds . Once again, the solution satisfies N u Q f .L ­ V . L ­ V .
1wProof. For the interior problem existence follows by setting u [ D Ik 2
.y1 x  .q D f in V cf. also Theorem 8.7 . Note that, in particular, this alsok
gives the desired a priori estimate. Uniqueness is seen from the uniform
invertibility of the double layer acoustic potential on the boundaries of the
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approximating subdomains together with the uniqueness in the smooth
case note that it suffices to treat the case p - p F 2; cf. also the remark0
.at the end of Section 8 .
For the exterior problem, special care should be paid to the case when k
is an interior Neumann eigenvalue. In this case, the boundary integral
w xoperators must be modified appropriately. This builds on an idea in 3
where this has been first employed for domains with smooth boundaries.
1 2Specifically, it can be shown that y I q D y ihS S is an invertiblek k 02
p .  4operator on L ­ V, ds for any 1 - p - q and any k g C _ 0 with0
 .Im k G 0 here we set h [ 0 if Im k / 0 and h [ 1 otherwise . Indeed,
the fact that this is Fredholm with zero index is seen directly from
1 12 Theorem 8.1. Also, by decomposing it as y I q D y ihS S s y I qk k 02 2
.  2 .D q D y D y ihS S , it can be shown that its kernel is a subspace0 k 0 k 0
p, 1 .of L ­ V, ds . With this at hand, one then proceeds to showing that the
kernel is trivial essentially as in the smooth case. We omit the details.
Uniqueness in the exterior case follows as before.
 4COROLLARY 9.2. Assume that k g C _ 0 with Im k G 0 is not an
interior Dirichlet eigen¨alue for V. Let u be a k-harmonic function in V such
 .that, for a suitable system of Lipschitz subdomains V exhausting V,j j
5 5 p 5 5 pu [ sup u - q`.H L ­ V .j
j
p .Then for p - p - q` it follows that N u g L ­ V, ds , u has a nontan-0
 .gential boundary trace u X at a.e. point X g ­ V, and
5 5 p 5 5 p 5 5 p 5 5 pu f N u f u f u .H L ­ V . L ­ V . L ­ V .r ad
An analogous statement holds true for the complementary domain in the
hypothesis u satisfies the radiation condition at infinity.
Proof. As u is smooth up to boundary of each subdomain V , from thej
uniqueness in the L p interior Dirichlet problem we see that, for a fixed
X g V and j sufficiently large,
Q y X , n Q : .j 2< <u X s ­ G X y Q ; k .  . .H r n< <X y Q­ V j
=
y1
1r2 I q D u Q ds Q . .  . .k j j
1 y1
p p p5 . 5 5 5 5 5Since I q D u f u Q u - q`, a standardL ­ V . L ­ V . Hk j2 j j
weakU compactness argument and Theorem 7.1 easily yield the corollary.
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Using similar arguments one can also prove similar results for the
Neumann and Regularity boundary value problems. Specifically, we have
the following.
 4THEOREM 9.3. Assume that 1 - p - q . Then, for each k g C _ 0 ,0
 .   ..with Im k G 0 such that k f E V k f E V the interior NeumannN R
 .   ..problem Neu V, k, p interior Regularity problem Reg V, k, p has a unique
p .  p, 1 .solution for each boundary data f g L ­ V, ds f g L ­ V, ds , re-
. 5  .5 p 5 5 p specti¨ ely . Moreo¨er, the solution satisfies N =u Q f andL ­ V . L ­ V .
5  .5 p 5 5 p, 1 .N =u Q f , respecti¨ ely .L ­ V . L ­ V .
Furthermore, both the exterior Neumann and Regularity problems
 .  .  4Neu V, k, p , Reg V, k, p are uniquely sol¨ able for each for k g C _ 0
p . p, 1 .with Im k G 0 and any boundary data in L ­ V, ds and in L ­ V, ds ,
respecti¨ ely. Once again, the solutions satisfy appropriate a priori estimates.
In closing, it is worth noting that similar results for the impedance and
 w x.transmission boundary value problem see 3 are also valid.
w  . xNote added in proof. See M. Mitrea, Duke Math. J. 77 1995 , 111]133 for a solution of the
2 wMaxwell L -boundary problem in Lipschitz domains. We have also learned that R. Torres &
 . xG. Welland, Indiana Math. J. 42 1993 , 1457]1485 contains a discussion of the Helmholtz
operator D q k 2 in Lipschitz domains. However, this reference deals only with the case
Im k ) 0.
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